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Abstract—The dramatic mobile data traffic growth is not only
resulting in the spectrum crunch but is also leading to exorbitant
energy consumption. It is thus desirable to liberate mobileand
wireless networks from the constraint of the spectrum scarcity
and to rein in the growing energy consumption. This article
introduces FreeNet, figuratively synonymous to “Free Network”,
which engineers the spectrum and energy harvesting techniques
to alleviate the spectrum and energy constraints by sensing
and harvesting spare spectrum for data communications and
utilizing renewable energy as power supplies, respectively. Hence,
FreeNet increases the spectrum and energy efficiency of wireless
networks and enhances the network availability. As a result,
FreeNet can be deployed to alleviate network congestion in urban
areas, provision broadband services in rural areas, and upgrade
emergency communication capacity. This article provides abrief
analysis of the design of FreeNet that accommodates the dynamics
of the spare spectrum and employs renewable energy.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Proliferation of wireless devices drive the exponential
growth of wireless data traffic over wireless and mobile net-
works. This leads to a continuous surge not only in network ca-
pacity demands but also in network energy consumption. Since
a wireless system is spectrum limited, the ever-increasing
capacity demands result in the spectrum crunch. Deploying
additional network infrastructures, e.g., base stations (BSs),
is an effective approach to alleviate the spectrum shortage
[1]. Thus, small cell BSs (SCBSs) will be widely deployed.
SCBSs can provide high network capacity for wireless users
by capitalizing on their close proximity to the users. However,
a SCBS has a limited coverage area. Thus, the number of
SCBSs will be orders of magnitude larger than that of macro
BSs (MBSs) for a large scale network deployment. As a
result, the overall energy consumption of cellular networks
will keep increasing [2]. Therefore, current wireless access
networks are eventually strained by the spectrum scarcity
and energy consumption. It is desirable to amalgamate the
spectrum harvesting and energy harvesting technologies to
liberate the wireless networks from these constraints.

A. Spectrum Harvesting Techniques

Spectrum harvesting techniques explore the under-utilized
licensed spectrum to boost the capacity of wireless and mobile

This work was supported in part by NSF under grant no. CNS-1320468,
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networks and enable dynamic access, allocation and aggrega-
tion of licensed, unlicensed and TV white space frequency
channels. Spectrum harvesting techniques consist of three
major functions:

• Spectrum Sensing [3]:one of the essential functions of
spectrum sensing is to identify the spectrum opportuni-
ties, e.g., spectrum holes. The identified spectrum holes
can be utilized by the secondary transceivers without
interfering the primary users1. The other function of spec-
trum sensing is monitoring the primary users’ activities
on using the spectrum holes. When primary users resume
their transmissions over the spectrum holes, the secondary
users should evacuate from the spectrum holes to avoid
the interference.

• Spectrum Management [4]:this function manages the
spectrum sensing and access strategies. The spectrum
sensing strategies specify when and which spectrum to
sense. Based on the spectrum sensing results, the spec-
trum access strategies evaluate the spectrum holes and
decide whether they are accessible.

• Spectrum Sharing [4]:this function coordinates the spec-
trum allocation among users to mitigate the inference
and collisions among the users. Moreover, this function
aggregates available frequency channels according to the
users’ capacity demands.

B. Energy Harvesting Techniques

Energy harvesting techniques enable network devices, e.g.,
BSs, to generate electricity from renewable energy sources
such as wind, solar, and sustainable biofuels. Continuous
advances in energy harvesting technologies are improving
the efficiency of electricity generation and reducing the cost
of energy harvesting systems. Therefore, energy harvesting
techniques, by exploiting renewable energy, are promisingto
alleviate the power consumption of wireless networks [5].

As shown in Fig. 1, energy harvesting BSs may consist of
several power related components, which are the renewable
power generators, e.g., solar panels and wind turbines, the
charge controller that regulates the output voltage of each
power generator, the DC-AC inverter that changes direct
current (DC) to alternating current (AC), and the battery that

1The primary users refer to the users who own the license to thespectrum.
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Fig. 1: A energy harvesting BS.

stores surplus power. If the energy harvesting BSs are also
connected to the power grid, the BS may equip with a smart
meter that enables the power transmission between BSs and
the power grid. In addition, multiple BSs may share an energy
harvester, e.g., a wind farm, for power supplies.

C. FreeNet: Spectrum and Energy Harvesting Wireless Net-
works

By leveraging spectrum and energy harvesting technologies,
FreeNet typically comprises various spectrum harvesting BSs
powered by renewable energy from the energy harvesters,
as shown in Fig. 2. These spectrum harvesting BSs are
mainly powered by renewable energy while the power grid
is used as the back-up. On the one hand, by taking advantage

Fig. 2: FreeNet: spectrum and energy harvesting wireless
network.

of spectrum harvesting technologies, FreeNet liberates the
wireless network from the spectrum constraint, in which
wireless nodes sense and utilize the available spectrum fordata
communications. In this way, FreeNet enhances the spectrum
agility and energy efficiency of the network because wireless
nodes are able to sense and utilize the spectrum over which
they experience less fading and interference, improves network
ubiquity because wireless nodes are able to access the network
as long as they can detect the available spectrum, and easily
incorporates new technologies as long as rules on sensing
and utilizing the spectrum are followed. On the other hand,
envisioning renewable energy as an important energy resource
for future wireless access networks, FreeNet explores the
usage of renewable energy that is sustainable. Hence, FreeNet
reduces the grid power consumption, and thus enhances the
network energy efficiency as well as reduces carbon footprints.
Moreover, FreeNet, by making use of renewable energy, can be
featured as a drop-and-play network that improves the network

ubiquity: FreeNet is able to provide data communications in
areas without power grid such as remote rural areas or areas
affected by natural disasters.

To provision high capacity wireless networks, FreeNet
exploits the heterogeneity of wireless access networks and
integrates both the infrastructure based and mesh-based ac-
cess networks to provide network access to users. Moreover,
FreeNet adopts advanced communication technologies such
as bandwidth aggregation and smart antenna to enhance the
spectrum and energy efficiency of the network. Based on
the availability of the spectrum, renewable energy, and traffic
demands, FreeNet adapts its operation strategies in terms of
network topology, operation bandwidth, transmission tech-
niques, and communication protocols. For infrastructure-based
access networks, the network capacity is adapted by changing
transmission techniques and coverage area of BSs. For the
mesh-based access network, the network topology is adapted
by optimizing routing algorithms.

FreeNet aims to build a self-organized and self-optimized
wireless network in which the renewable energy powered
network nodes can dynamically utilize the available spectrum
for their data communications. The major concern of energy
harvesting cognitive radio networks is to design spectrum
sensing and access strategies for secondary network nodes that
are powered by harvested energy [6]. In comparison, FreeNet,
though has to address the same issue, is more advanced and
enables a higher order of freedom in terms of spectrum and
energy usage and realizes a self-organized and self-optimized
wireless network.

II. FREENET APPLICATION SCENARIOS

In FreeNet, wireless nodes are able to dynamically access
the available spectrum to enhance the spectrum efficiency of
the network. In addition, wireless nodes are able to utilize
the renewable energy as power supplies. In this way, FreeNet
liberates the network from the constraints of the spectrum and
energy. FreeNet will be deployed for three major purposes: 1)
alleviating network congestion in urban areas, 2) provision-
ing broadband services in rural areas, and 3) enhancing the
emergency communications capability in unexpected critical
situations caused by natural disasters, such as hurricanesand
earthquakes, or by terrorist attacks, such as the 9/11 attack.

A. Alleviating Network Congestion in Urban Areas

With the rapid development of radio access techniques and
mobile devices, an increasing number of Internet applications
are carried over mobile and wireless networks. Urban areas
are characterized by high density of population, and thus
demand high capacity wireless networks. Tremendous research
efforts have been made to enhance the capacity and quality of
service (QoS) of wireless access networks [7]. FreeNet, which
dynamically exploits the under utilized spectrum to enhance
spectrum efficiency of wireless networks, can potentially al-
leviate network congestion in urban areas. Moreover, without
the strict constraint of power supplies, the deploying locations
of wireless access points can be optimized based on traffic
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demands and spectrum availability instead of being restricted
by the power outlets [8].

In urban areas, FreeNet adopts heterogeneous networking
architecture consisting of both macro BSs and small cell BSs.
The BSs are able to harvest spectrum and utilize renewable
energy. Based on the traffic demands and their geological
distribution, traffic loads are balanced among the BSs ac-
cording to the renewable energy status and the availabilityof
spectrum. In addition, mesh based networks, e.g., device-to-
device (D2D) communication networks, may be dynamically
formed to further enhance the capacity and efficiency of the
networks [9].

B. Provisioning Broadband Services in Rural Areas

Fibre or xDSL access may not be available in rural areas. To
provide connectivity to communities in mountainous, undulat-
ing and remote terrains, WindFi base stations are designed
to provide basic network connectivity in rural areas [10].
WindFi base stations operate entirely on renewable energy and
wireless access options for users are realized via point to point
(P2P) hopping backhaul links and point to multi-point (P2MP)
customer last mile access. However, the traffic demand from
rural areas is also increasing. WindFi, with static frequency
planning, may not be able to efficiently provision high network
capacity. Since FreeNet is a drop-and-play network, multiple
infrastructure-based energy harvesting BSs can be deployed
to provide broadband services in remote rural areas. These
BSs may dynamically utilize the available spectrum to provide
users the network access as well as to work as the backhaul
network. In addition, multiple mesh access networks can be
formed in FreeNet to provide users with alternative network
accesses. FreeNet, by optimizing the utilization of the available
spectrum and renewable energy, will significantly increasethe
quality of the broadband services in remote rural areas.

C. Enhancing Emergency Communication Capability in Crit-
ical situations

Emergency communications refers to providing users with
network accesses in unexpected critical situations [11]. Usu-
ally, the destruction or extremely limited availability ofthe
communications infrastructure of the region in distress exacer-
bates the rescue and recovery operations. Voice services, used
to communicate among responders and with headquarters for
control and command, or used by those affected by the emer-
gency situation, may be severely restricted and unreliableeven
when available. Furthermore, it is often impossible to share
and use all the relief resources through advanced information
technologies–such as accessing remote databases, Web sites,
and Web-based applications–and exchange data with agency
headquarters and other field command centers. Without the
constraints of the radio frequency and energy supplies, FreeNet
is a viable solution for provisioning emergency communication
capability in these critical situations. Since the major goal
of emergency communications is to disseminate surveillance
information, FreeNet is able to provide users with basic
communication connectivity, and extend lifetime and coverage
area of the access network.

III. D YNAMIC NETWORK ARCHITECTUREOPTIMIZATION

FreeNet consists of both infrastructure based wireless ac-
cess networks and mesh-based wireless access networks. To
optimize the utilization of FreeNet, the network architecture
should be adapted according to the spectrum opportunities,
the availability of renewable energy, and the traffic load
distribution.

In order to provision high network capacity, mobile and
wireless access networks have adopted several advanced tech-
niques such as the bandwidth aggregation, the smart antenna
system, and small cell networks. The bandwidth aggregation
technique is able to extend the bandwidth and thus enhance
the network capacity. However, as the bandwidth increases,
the transmit power should also be increased to keep the
transmit power per unit bandwidth constant. The smart antenna
system enhances the capacity of wireless access networks by
increasing the signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR).
The multiple input multiple output (MIMO) system is one of
the smart antenna systems that will be widely adopted in future
wireless access networks. MIMO applies multiple antennas
at both the transmitter and receiver to mitigate the channel
fading, and thus increases the access network capacity. Smart
antenna systems consume extra power since multiple transmit
antennas are employed. Each additional antenna consumes
extra DC power, which is constant irrespective of the trans-
mission rate in the circuit, such as Analog to Digital Converter
(ADC) and Digital to Analog Converter (DAC). The additional
DC power consumption will affect the energy consumption of
smart antenna systems. Small cell networks deploy low power
BSs with close proximity to users. Because of the proximity,
small cell BSs experience much less fading than macro BSs
do. Therefore, given the same bandwidth and transmission
power, a small cell BS can provide a higher network capacity.
However, owing to the low transmission power, the coverage
area of a small cell BS is limited. As a result, a large number of
small cell BSs have to be deployed in order to cover the service
area. The densely deployed small cell BSs may interfere with
each other, and subsequently reduce the achievable network
capacity of individual BSs.

FreeNet adapts its capacity by using the above methods
according to the dynamics of the availability of the spectrum
and renewable energy, and traffic demands. For infrastructure-
based access networks, BSs with higher renewable energy
may adopt advanced transmission techniques and aggregate
more bandwidth to serve more traffic demands. Since FreeNet
also integrates mesh-based wireless access networks, the rout-
ing strategies are optimized to maximize the utilization of
available spectrum and renewable energy while reducing grid
power consumption. Badawyet al. [12] studied the energy
aware routing in renewable energy powered mesh networks.
By exploring the spectrum harvesting techniques, the routing
strategies in FreeNet should also be aware of the available
spectrum.

The availability of spectrum and renewable energy is highly
dynamic. Since the optimal network architecture for FreeNet
depends on the availability of spectrum and renewable energy,
the optimal network architecture changes dynamically. How-
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ever, adapting network architecture requires wireless nodes to
negotiate and exchange operation parameters such as cell sizes
and routing information; this introduces additional overhead to
the access networks. Thus, adapting the network architecture
frequently may result in excessive overheads and reduce the
network efficiency. Therefore, the tradeoff between obtaining
the optimal network architecture and the overhead incurred
during the network architecture adaptions should be deter-
mined. To obtain optimal control of the network architecture
adaptation, the inherent relationships among the availability
of spectrum, the generation of renewable energy, and the
data traffic demand should be investigated by using advanced
probability theory, queuing theory, and machine learning tech-
niques.

IV. OPTIMAL NETWORK RESOURCEMANAGEMENT

Since FreeNet adapts its network architecture according
to the dynamics of the available spectrum and renewable
energy, network resource allocation and management should
be optimized under each network architecture to enhance
the spectrum and energy efficiency of the network. FreeNet
adopts spectrum and energy harvesting techniques. Thus, both
spectrum and renewable energy are considered as network
resources. It is desired to optimize the joint allocation ofthe
spectrum and harvested energy to enhance the spectrum and
energy efficiency of the network. However, it is challengingto
harness the spectrum dynamics and the renewable energy dy-
namics simultaneously. Thus, we translate the joint spectrum
and renewable energy allocation problem into two coupled
subproblems. The first one is to optimize the spectrum usage
with the given renewable energy dynamics while the other is to
optimize the renewable energy usage with the given spectrum
dynamics.

A. Spectrum Sensing and Sharing:

FreeNet relies on spectrum harvesting techniques to dy-
namically utilize the spectrum. Thus, spectrum sensing and
sharing is essential in FreeNet. Different from traditional
cognitive radio networks, FreeNet is powered by renewable
energy. Therefore, the spectrum sensing and sharing scheme
for FreeNet should be optimized according to the dynamics of
renewable energy. The spectrum sensing problem consists of
two sub-problems: the first one is to form coalitions among
wireless nodes to enhance the probability of sensing the
available spectrum; the other problem is to decide which part
of the spectrum each coalition should sense. The spectrum
sensing problem can be formulated as:
Given:

• The topology of a wireless access network.
• The dynamics of renewable energy.

Obtain: The optimal spectrum sensing strategies.
Objective:To maximize the total amount of the sensed spec-
trum with minimal grid power consumption.

There are three major spectrum sharing strategies: spatial
spectrum sharing, temporal spectrum sharing, and hybrid
spectrum sharing [13]. These solutions do not consider the
renewable energy status in optimizing the spectrum sharing

strategies, which may lead to an inefficient spectrum alloca-
tion. For example, a wireless access point with very limited
amount of green energy may be allocated a large amount of
spectrum that cannot be fully utilized because of the energy
shortage. Thus, in FreeNet, the spectrum sharing strategies
should be aware of the renewable energy status. Assuming that
the nodes always have data to transmit, the spectrum sharing
problem can be formulated as:
Given:

• The available spectrum.
• Interference relationships among different wireless nodes.
• The dynamics of renewable energy.

Obtain: The spectrum allocation among the wireless nodes.
Objective:To maximize the network capacity.
Subject to:The data rate requirements of individual nodes are
satisfied.

B. Renewable Energy Sharing

Renewable energy as an important network resource for
FreeNet should be optimized to minimize the grid power
consumption of the network. Two scenarios of renewable
energy sharing in FreeNet should be investigated:

1) Multiple wireless nodes share the same renewable en-
ergy generator: in this scenario, renewable energy is
shared among wireless nodes attached to the renewable
energy generator. The objective of renewable energy
sharing is to maximize the network capacity with the
minimal grid power consumption [5].

2) Individual wireless nodes exclusively use their own
renewable energy generators: in this case, renewable
energy cannot be shared among wireless access points
directly. However, the power consumption among wire-
less access points can be balanced by adapting the
coverage area of individual wireless access points [14],
in which the wireless access points with higher amount
of renewable energy increase their coverage areas to
absorb more traffic. In this way, the probability that
the network consumes grid power is reduced, and the
utilization of renewable energy is improved. In addition
to cell size adaptation, wireless access points with higher
amount of renewable energy may activate advanced
transmission techniques such as MIMO and transmission
beamforming to enhance the spectrum efficiency. There-
fore, these wireless access points can satisfy their users’
traffic demands with less spectrum. The saved spectrum
can be allocated to the wireless access points which
are short of renewable energy. Given the users’ traffic
demands, increasing the bandwidth allocation toward a
wireless access point reduces the wireless access point’s
energy consumption, thus reducing the probability of the
wireless access point from consuming grid power.

V. CONTEXT AWARE TRAFFIC SCHEDULING

Traffic scheduling reshapes the traffic injected into the
network, and hence affects users’ data rates, and the spec-
trum usage and the energy consumption of wireless access
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(a) Energy consumption of transmitting
incoming traffic. (b) Grid power is drawn (shown in red).

(c) Grid power is avoided by delaying
traffic transmission.

Fig. 3: Grid power consumption v.s. input traffic.

networks. Thus, context aware traffic scheduling is desirable in
FreeNet to optimize the utilization of spectrum and renewable
energy while satisfying the users’ QoS requirements.

A. Grid Power Consumption v.s. Delay

The power consumption of wireless access points is closely
related to their transmission rates. A higher transmissionrate
usually consumes more energy [15]. Fig. 3 shows an example
of the trade-off between the grid power consumption and the
traffic delay. Assuming the energy consumption is proportional
to the traffic transmission rate. Fig. 3a shows the energy
consumption of transmitting the incoming traffic at its original
traffic arrival rate. Fig. 3b shows the grid power consumption
and the renewable energy consumption when the traffic is
transmitted at its arrival rate. When the traffic rate is higher
than a threshold, wireless access points require more energy
than the available renewable energy, and thus draw energy
from the power grid. If the arrival traffic is shaped as shown
in Fig. 3c, the consumption of the grid power is avoided at the
cost of additional packet delay. To guarantee QoS requirements
of a user’s session, each incoming packet can only delay
for a limited duration of time. If the packet delay exceeds
the limited duration of time, wireless access points have to
utilize grid power to transmit the packet. Therefore, a trade-off
between the grid power consumption and packet delay should
be determined to minimize the grid power consumption while
satisfying users’ QoS requirements. In addition, reshaping the
outgoing traffic may create the spectrum holes: a wireless
access point may not fully utilize its allocated spectrum. In
this case, traffic scheduling may be designed to enhance the
spectrum efficiency. For example, when a wireless access point
seeks additional bandwidth, the other wireless nodes may
delay their traffic to create spectrum holes for the wireless
access point.

B. Grid Power Consumption v.s. Delay of Diversified Appli-
cations

The above assumes that all the user sessions have the same
delay requirement, and traffic of all sessions exhibits the same
characteristics. In reality, wireless access networks carry diver-
sified applications which impose different delay requirements
and exhibit different traffic characteristics. For example, the
legacy telephone service has strict delay requirement and the
traffic arrival is constant bit rate (CBR), while the web-surfing

service has less stringent delay requirement and the trafficis
bursty. For the first kind of traffic, delaying the traffic may
not be able to achieve a low average rate, but may exacerbate
the delay performance instead, while delaying the traffic of
the second class may be able to smooth out the traffic and
produce a lower average rate, thus avoiding consuming grid
power. It is challenging to design a scheduling algorithm to
minimize the grid power consumption when considering these
diversified requirements and traffic characteristics.

C. Grid Power Consumption v.s. Loss of Diversified Applica-
tions

In the above analysis, network delay performance is traded
for reducing grid power consumption. Loss performance can
also be traded for energy saving as well. From the end users’
perspective, their quality of experience (QoE) may not be
degraded when the packet loss ratio is below some upper
bound. Taking the voice application, for example, attributed
to the human self error-correction capability, the maximum
allowable packet loss ratio can be as high as 3%. Therefore,
properly dropping some traffic may not degrade user service
but can help avoid switching the network to grid power sup-
plies. By including the packet loss ratio, the traffic scheduling
problem is further complicated, and the challenge of solving
the problem is intensified.

VI. COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL SUITE DESIGN

The above subsections describe the optimal operation strate-
gies on adapting the architecture of access networks, managing
network resources and scheduling traffic for FreeNet. To
realize FreeNet, a communication protocol suite is required to
coordinate wireless access points. Designing the communica-
tion protocol suite to enable FreeNet with minimum overhead
is challenging. The protocol suite is designed in three different
planes: control plane, energy plane, and user plane.

A. Control plane protocol

The control plane protocol enables the dynamic network
architecture adaptation, spectrum sensing, and spectrum shar-
ing. FreeNet adapts its network architecture according to the
dynamics of the available spectrum, renewable energy, and
traffic demands. Therefore, under different conditions, FreeNet
may adopt different network operation strategies in terms
of network topology, routing algorithms, and transmission
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techniques. The control plane protocol should be innovatedto
enable the network architecture adaptation with limited pro-
tocol overheads. In addition, FreeNet, by adopting spectrum
harvesting techniques, dynamically senses and accesses the
available spectrum to enhance the spectrum efficiency of the
wireless access network. The control plane protocol should
enable wireless access points to form coalitions to sense the
spectrum cooperatively, and allow wireless access points to
optimally share the available bandwidth in their coalitions.

B. Power plane protocol

The power plane protocol facilitates the sharing of the
renewable energy information and renewable energy. Since
FreeNet is powered by renewable energy, renewable energy
is an important network resource which affects the operation
of FreeNet. Therefore, the renewable energy information such
as energy generation rates, renewable energy consumption,and
renewable energy storage should be shared among the wireless
access points in order to optimize the network architectureand
network resource allocations. Thus, the power plane protocol
is required to share the renewable energy information among
wireless access points, and control the renewable energy shar-
ing and distribution among wireless access points to enhance
the utilization of renewable energy.

C. User plane protocol

The user plane protocol is responsible for data traffic
scheduling, packet routing, and user handover among various
types of wireless access points. Traffic scheduling is essential
to yield the optimal trade off among the grid power con-
sumption, packet delay and packet loss. In order to optimize
traffic scheduling, wireless access points should be aware
of the renewable energy and traffic characteristics. The user
plane protocol is proposed to enable wireless access points
to obtain such information for traffic scheduling. In addition,
FreeNet consists of both infrastructure-based wireless access
networks and mesh-based wireless access networks. The user
plane protocol should enable packet routing via heterogeneous
networking, and allow handover between two networks with
the minimal packet delay and packet loss.

VII. C ONCLUSION

This article introduces FreeNet that liberates the spec-
trum and energy constraints of the wireless networks by
exploiting spectrum and energy harvesting technologies. We
have discussed the deployment scenarios of FreeNet including
alleviating network congestion in urban areas, provisioning
broadband services in rural areas, and upgrading emergency
communication capability in critical situations. Since the radio
spectrum and renewable energy are highly dynamic, it is
challenging to design FreeNet. In this article, we have briefly
analyzed the related research issues on network architecture
optimization, network resource management, and the context
aware traffic scheduling. These discussions shed light on
designing and optimizing future spectrum and energy efficient
wireless networks.
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